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CriticalNotice
JORDANHOWARDSOBEL,Puzzlesfor theWill.Toronto:Universityof
TorontoPress 1998.Pp. xiii + 212.
I

Introduction

In this subtle and rigorous book Jordan Howard Sobel answers the
questionof whethercausaldeterminismis compatiblewith freewill with
a resounding,'Yesand No/ Does this mean that he acceptsthe doctrine
of semicompatibilism:thatcausaldeterminismis compatiblewith moral
responsibility,even though causaldeterminismrules out the sort of free
will that involves 'genuine'alternativepossibilities?Regrettably,no. In
fact,he presentsa critiqueof semicompatibilism.Rather,Sobel'sview is
thatit is crucialto distinguishdifferentversionsof the doctrineof causal
determinism.Certainversions are compatiblewith free will, whereas
otherversionsareincompatiblewith freewill. Perhapsthe most valuable
feature of this book is the careful delineation of the differentkinds of
causaldeterminism,and the associateddemonstrationthatthe compatibility questionhinges on the particularversion of causaldeterminismin
question.I shallbegin by laying out (briefly)the overallargumentof the
book (and,I confess,makinga few evaluativecommentsalong the way),
afterwhich I shalloffera (sketchy)defenseof some of my views criticized
by Sobel (includingsemicompatibilism).
II

Overall Development of the Book
and Some Reflections

1. ChapterOne

Sobel'sChapterOne is a criticaldiscussionof variousversionsof 'logical
fatalism.'Thisis the view that'trivial'or 'tautological'premisescan (and
do) yield the conclusionthat human freedomis illusory- that, despite
the prevalentand perhapsnaturalappearanceto the contrary,we do not
make genuine choices and cannot choose to do other than we actually
choose to do. Logicalfatalismissues in the same conclusionas (say)hard
determinismor theologicalincompatibilism(conjoinedwith the premise
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that God exists), but it employs what are alleged to be trivial and
uncontentious premises to get to this result. Sobel's complaint about
logical fatalismis that it tries (in ways thatcan be seen to be futile)to get
somethingfromnothing.Sobel distinguishesvariousversionsof logical
fatalism,andhe shows thatthey all failbecauseof some sortof ambiguity
(or, in his favored term, 'amphiboly').When regimentedcarefully,according to Sobel, one can see that the relevant arguments are either
invalid or unsound, and that they involve ambiguities(or amphibolies)
of scope or mood.
I found Sobel's analysis of logical fatalism to be penetrating,but I
would like to registersome doubts about what I take to be an unnecessarily extreme conclusion Sobel derives from his ruminations about
logical fatalism:
There is, I contend, a contradiction in the view that something that could not
conceivably be otherwise even so mattersand is a proper object of dismay or joy, or
a proper source of solace. The logical fatalist's exclamations regarding their conclusions, whether they be of horror ("How awful!") or of appreciation ("How comforting!"), invite the querulous challenge, "But these propositions are not awful or
comforting in contrast with their negations, if, as you insist, their negations are not
merely not so in this poor world of ours, but are not so in any possible world. You
say that your fatalistic conclusions are necessary and that their negations are
absolutely impossible. But how can these conclusions of yours be horrible or
wonderful if their negations are impossible?" (43)

Although I agree with Sobel's analysis of the (fatal) flaws of logical
fatalism,I wonder whether it is also true that it is neverof interestto us
(in the way indicated) whether a necessary truth (or, if it is different,
somethingthatcould not conceivablybe otherwise)is in facttrue (orthe
case). Consider,for example, the propositionthat God exists. On some
(not implausible) views, this proposition is, if true, necessarily true;
similarly, if the state of affairs in question obtains, then it could not
conceivably have been otherwise. And yet (some) people care deeply
about whether God exists, and would, for example,reactwith greatjoy
to a conclusive demonstrationthat God exists (or with horrorto such a
demonstrationthatGod does not exist).Further,it seems thatthe people
who careaboutthe propositionsin questiongenuinelydo careabout(for
example) the proposition that God exists, and not the (admittedly
merely)contingentpropositionthatthe sentence,'Godexists,'expresses
the necessaryproposition.
2. ChapterTwo

In ChapterTwo Sobel discusses various puzzling contexts in which it
appears that an agent's choice can be predicted in advance. More specifically,in these scenariosan agenthas good reasonfor thinkingthathis
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conducthas been trulypredictedin advance.'He is not surewhich action
of several that seem open to him has been predicted,and he will not be
sure of this until he acts.Buthe is sure, or nearlysure, in these cases that
whateverhe will do, it has alreadybeen predictedthathe will do it' (52).
In some such contexts (for example, the context of 'The SamarraProblem/ 55-6), Sobel argues that there is no rational 'solution' or choice,
insofar as no choice could be ratified upon reflection(59-61).In other
situations,however, including the classic 'Newcomb's Problem'(52-4),
Sobel argues that there is a rationalsolution;in the case of Newcomb's
Problem(which I shall present more explicitlybelow), Sobel argues on
behalf of the Two Box strategy(62-9).
3. ChapterThree

In many respects, ChapterThree, 'FreeWill and Determinism,'is the
heartof the book. In it Sobel distinguishesamong 'forms,''modes,' and
'varieties'of causal determinism,and presentsargumentsthat whereas
certainvarietiesof causal determinismare incompatiblewith free will,
othersarecompatiblewith freewill. On Sobel'sview, all 'forms'of causal
determinismare 'elaborations'of the 'causalprinciple'that 'everyevent
has an antecedent cause' (84). Consider, for example, 'State-to-State
CausalDeterminism- CD(SS):Everystatehas at some antecedenttime
a cause that is a state.'Note that this elaborationof the causal principle
is consistentwith the world's having a beginning in time in the sense of
a 'latestearlybound' (88).On this sortof view, one might be able to trace
back from any event to previous events which caused it, but since there
arean infinitenumberof times,one need never get backto the latestearly
bound:
For example, CD(SS) is consistent with the world's having begun five minutes ago
so that though nothing existed and the world was in no state at any time up to then,
things did exist and the world was in some state at every subsequent time. Suppose
that the world did begin five minutes ago in that sense. Was there time for all the
causes that CD(SS) requires for all actual states of the world? Yes. Take any state of
the world. By hypothesis it takes place at some time subsequent to five minutes ago.
So there is a time, indeed there are infinitely many times, between this state's time
and five minutes ago, and this no matter how near to that beginning this state's time
is. (88)

It is important to note that CD(SS) does not entail the doctrine of
'AncientCauses:every event has, forevery time t, a cause thatis an event
thattakesplaceat a time antecedentto t' (93).Sobeloffersa formof causal
determinismwhich does in fact entail AncientCauses,and which is put
(as with CD(SS))in terms of 'states':'CD(PSS)[PerpetualState-to-State
Causal Determinism]:Every state has at every antecedenttime a cause
that is a state' (98).The distinctionbetween these two forms of determi-
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nism will play an importantrole in the distinctionbetween those varieties of causaldeterminismthatare incompatiblewith freewill and those
that are compatiblewith free will. Additionally,Sobel carefullydelineates a range of other forms of causal determinism.
Sobel characterizesthe 'modes' and 'varieties'of causal determinism
as follows:
These modes consist of several possible views concerning determinism itself, and
concerning laws of nature and the past as these figure in forms of determinism. The
views to be considered concern how determinisms, and the laws and the past of which
they speak, are or are not, counter/actuallyconditional(variableor unfixed)on possible
states, processes, and choices. I cast these views as "modes" of determinisms that
when combined with the "forms" of determinisms produce "varieties." (114)

Forexample,Sobel characterizes'Fixed-LawsDeterminism'as follows:
Every event in history is determined, and no matter what were to happen at a time
- no matter what choice, state, or process that is internally-consistent-with-thelaws were then to obtain or begin - the laws would remainthe same. (116)

Similarly,Sobel characterizes'Fixed-PastDeterminism'as follows:
Every event in history is determined, and for any time no matter what state, choice,
or process were to take place or begin at this time, the past to this time would remain
the same. (118)

Thus Sobel builds into the mode - and thus variety - of causal
determinismvariouscounterfactualclaimsthattypicallyarenot considered part of determinism per se, but rather the relationshipbetween
deterministiccausation,humanchoicesandbehavior,the laws of nature,
and the past.I do not, however,think(nordo I interpretSobelas arguing)
that anything substantivedepends on whether such claims are considered partof determinism- as specifyinga varietyof determinism- or
are further claims connecting (or expressing counterfactualrelations
between) deterministic causation to (and) notions such as freedom,
choice, the past, and the laws.
Sobel holds that 'choicesproper'are 'acts of will' - 'organizationor
focusing of wills' - of agents (107).He continues:
For an agent to choose to do some action would be for this agent to make up his
mind to do that action, or to set his mind to do this action. Choices, as understood
here, that is, these acts of wills, would not themselves be states of the world or
possible subjects of laws of nature: apart from nature, they would have neither
natural causes nor natural effects. But choices as here understood, if there are any,
are things that can in somesense "be responsible" for and "be reflected" in the states
of the world. They would, I assume, typically be acausally responsible for and
reflected in certain sets of minds of agents that can lead causally to actions. (107-8)
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Sobel, however, contends that his argumentsdo not requirea belief in
such 'extra-worldly'choices.He seems to thinkthathe can makedo with
'sets of minds' to do things, which are 'certainstates of the world for
which choices proper,if there are any, are typically responsible,and in
which they are typically reflected'(108).Sobel calls these sets of minds
'naturalchoices.'FreeWill, Sobel says, is Tbestunderstoodas an agent's
capacity to choose to do things and consequent to his choosing to do
these things, where the things chosen are differentfrom and incompatible with things he will in fact do' (111).Thus free will, as Sobel understands it, has 'alternative possibilities' built into it: if free will
correspondsto a sort of control,it would be - or at least require- (in
my term)'regulativecontrol.'1
Sobel focuses his attentionon the relationshipbetween four varieties
of causal determinismand free will. He firstargues that a certainmode
of State-to-StatePerpetualCausal Determinism,a mode in which it is
assumed that the laws and the past are 'fixed' in a certainspecific way,
is incompatiblewith free will. It is particularlyimportant,in my view,
to note (as Sobeldoes) thathis proof makesabsolutelyno use of any sort
of modal transferprinciple(or transferof necessity principle).As Sobel
puts it, 'The argument I have given for the incompatibilityof [causal
determinismof a specific variety] and free will is not so much a modal
argumentas a conditionalargument'(127).In my view, Sobel'srigorous
argumentprovides a decisive refutationof Van Inwagen's contention
thatany valid argumentfor incompatibilismdepends (at some level) on
a suitabletransferof necessity principle.2
I have the utmost admirationfor the rigorous development of the
conditionalargumentfor incompatibilismpresentedby Sobel.It should
be pointedout howeverthatSobeljoinsthe chorusof otherdistinguished
philosophersin exhibiting'surprise'thatI was willing in TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWillto sketcha conditionalargumentwhich I claimedwas a good

1 For discussions of two sorts of control - regulative control and guidance control,
see: John Martin Fischer, The Metaphysics of Free Will (Oxford: Blackwell 1994),
especially 131-89;and John Martin Fischer and Mark Ravizza, S.J.,Responsibilityand
Control:A Theoryof Moral Responsibility(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
1998).
2 For Van Inwagen's claim, see Peter Van Inwagen, 'When is the Will Free?' in J.
Tomberlin, ed., PhilosophicalPerspectives Vol. 14, Action Theory and Philosophy of
Mind. (Atascadero, CA: Ridgeview Publishing Company 1990) 399-422; and 'When
the Will Is Not Free/ PhilosophicalStudies 75 (1994) 95-113. There is a reply in John
Martin Fischer and Mark Ravizza, 'Free Will and the Modal Principle,' Philosophical
Studies 83 (1996) 213-30.
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argument,although not formallyvalid.4Sobel points out that I do 'not
claim thatthe ConditionalVersionof the Argumentfor Incompatibilism
is "formallyvalid'" (196).5Sobel goes on to say, 'Fischeris right not to
claim that the argumentof his ConditionalVersionis valid' (197).Note
that the claim attributedto me has gone from one concerning'formal
validity' to one concerning'validity.'
Butwhereas I concededthatmy ConditionalArgumentis notformally
valid,I neverthelessclaimedthatit is 'valid'in the sense thatanyonewho
acceptsthe premisesshould also acceptthe conclusion,given the formof
the argument and the content of the premisesand conclusion. Based on the

distinctionand logicalexpertiseof my opponentshere,perhapsI should
simply concede. The concession wouldn't matter much, since Sobel
thinks that a valid conditional argumentcan be constructed,and Van
Inwagen (andWarfield)thinkthatothervalid argumentsfor incompatibilism can be constructed.But I still would suggest that there are good
argumentsthatarenot formallyvalid, and some of these are 'valid'even
though they arenot formallyvalid:they arevalid in partin virtueof their
content.Further,I would still claim that the ConditionalArgumentfor
IncompatibilismI presentedin TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWillis valid in this
sense.6
Having argued that a certainclass of varietiesof causal determinism
is incompatiblewith free will, Sobel next argues that anotherclass of
varieties of causal determinism is entirely compatible with free will
(146-64).It is crucialhere that the varietiesin question are modes (even
stringentmodes) of mereState-to-StateCausalDeterminism(asopposed

4 For various levels of irritation and alarm, bordering in some cases on apoplexy, see
Van Inwagen, 'When Is the Will Free?' and 'When the Will Is Not Free'; and Ted
Warfield, 'Review of John Fischer's TheMetaphysicsof FreeWill/ Faithand Philosophy
14 (1997) 261-5, and 'Causal Determinism and Human Freedom are Incompatible:
A New Argument for Incompatibilism,' forthcoming in Tomberlin, ed., Philosophical
Perspectives.There are replies in John Martin Fischer and Mark Ravizza, 'When the
Will is Free,' in J. Tomberlin, ed., PhilosophicalPerspectivesVol. 6, Ethics (Atascadero,
CA: Ridgeview 1992) 423-51; and 'Free Will and the Modal Principle'; and John
Martin Fischer, 'A New Compatibilism,'Pfa7osop/Hca/Topics 24 (1996) 49-66, reprinted in Laura Waddell Ekstrom, ed., Agency and Responsibility:Essays on the
Metaphysicsof Freedom(Boulder, CO: Westview Press 2001) 38-56.
5 Fischer, TheMetaphysicsof Free Will, 228n.43
6 For a more detailed development of this argument in response to Van Inwagen
('When Is the Will Free?' and 'When the Will Is Not Free') and Warfield ('Review
of John Fischer's TheMetaphysicsof Free Will' and 'Causal Determinism and Human
Freedom are Incompatible: A New Argument for Incompatibilism'), see Fischer, 'A
New Compatibilism.'
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to PerpetualState-to-StateCausal Determinism).As such, the varieties
of determinismdo not entailthe doctrineof AncientCauses,and it seems
to me that it is precisely this featureof them that allows for the 'wiggle
room' requiredfor free will.
CD(SS) is consistent with an action's not having ancient causes.
Rather,the action may have been produced by a series of antecedent
causes that has no beginning, but which does not ever reach a certain
antecedenttemporal 'bound.' Sobel calls such a series a 'fast-starting,
beginningless'series of states (89). The consistency of CD(SS)with the
existenceof such fast-starting,beginninglessseriesof statesrenderseven
stringentmodes of CD(SS)compatiblewith free will.
Sobel'scompatibilityargumentis ingenious and intriguing.It should
be noted, however, that although Sobel describes the form of casual
determinism in question (CD(SS))as 'a venerable and relatively demandingformof determinism'(146),this form (not embodying Ancient
Causes) plays almost no role in contemporaryand (as far as I know)
historical discussions of the compatibility question. The doctrine of
causal determinismwhich worries such incompatibilistsas Carl Ginet
and PeterVanInwagenis a varietyof causaldeterminismthatdoes entail
the doctrineof AncientCauses.
Why might it be thoughtthatthe deeperthreatto freewill comes from
those varieties of causal determinism that do indeed entail Ancient
Causes?Whereasit is perhaps not easy to specify the reason,the basic
intuition appears to be that we would not have the relevant sort of
freedomor control,if causalsequencesthatbegan priorto ourbirthissue
in our choices and actions. Or, alternatively,one might worry that we
would not have the relevantsort of control(involving alternativepossibilities)if our choicesand actionswere mereintermediatelinks in causal
chainsthatone could tracebackin time to a point at which it is indisputable that we had no part in them. Indeed, in a different context (the
context of criticizingmy semicompatibilisticcontentionthat causal determinism does not rule out moral responsibility),Sobel approvingly
quotes Derk Pereboom,'Theincompatibilist'smost fundamentalclaim
is that moral responsibilityrequires that one's choice and action not
result from a deterministiccausal process that traces back to factors
beyond one's control' (145).7If this is the source of the incompatibilist
worry, then exhibitingthe compatibilityof CD(SS)with free will does
not make much progress.

7 Derk Pereboom, 'Determinism al Dente/ Nous 29 (1995) 21-45, esp. 27
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To make the point a bit more explicitly,suppose CD(SS)obtainsand
a 'naturalchoice'is associatedwith a certainfast-starting,beginningless
causal sequence. Now, as I understandSobel's view, a naturalchoice
otherwisewould notrequirethe past to be differentfromwhat it actually
was, precisely because of the nature of a fast-starting,beginningless
series;after all, it could be differentindefinitelyfar back, without ever
gettingto the 'temporalbound' (148).Thisgives the wiggle roomforfree
will, but it also diminishes the dialecticalappeal of the compatibility
result,becauseit is typicallypreciselythe worrythatdeterminismwould
entail that a choice otherwisewould requirethe past (or the laws) to be
differentthat bothersthe incompatibilist.
4. ChapterFour

The final chapter, Chapter Four, is a slightly revised version of an
extended criticalnotice of my book, TheMetaphysics
of FreeWill8In this
useful
formalizations
of
various
Sobel
principles of
provides
chapter,
I
and
as
well
as
formal
versions
rigorous
practicalreasoning developed,
of the argumentsfor the incompatibilityof causal determinism(in the
sense thatentailsAncientCauses)and freewill (in the sense thatinvolves
alternativepossibilities)that I sketched in this book. I particularlywelcome the elaboratedemonstrationthat certain of these arguments (as
with Sobel's related argumentdiscussed above) do not depend on any
transferof necessity principle(contraryto Van Inwagen'sassertion).
In TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWillI arguedthat a centralidea thatgoverns
our practicalreasoningcan be employed to give a new perspectiveon
Newcomb's Problem.I argued that acceptingthis idea leads to a good
argument for adopting the Two Box solution in the case of a merely
inerrant(never actually wrong) predictorand the One Box solution in
the case of an infallible(necessarilycorrect)predictor.Whereas Sobel
agrees with the Two-Boxapproachin the context of inerrancy,he disagreeswith the One-Boxapproachin the contextof infallibility.Further,
he contendsthat my own principleshould have led me to concludethat
whateverchoiceis made in the contextof infallibilityis bydefaultrational.
I shall explain Sobel's criticism, and sketch a reply, in the following
section.
Sobelalso criticizesmy argumentthatGod's foreknowledgeis incompatible with free will (176-86). Interestingly, God's foreknowledge
would seem to imply precisely the doctrine of Ancient Causes (or a

8 Jordan Howard Sobel, 'Critical Notice of John Martin Fischer, TheMetaphysicsof Free
Will:An Essay on Control/ CanadianJournalof Philosophy28 (1998) 95-117
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relevantly similar doctrine pertaining to non-causally linked prior
states).ButSobelcontendsthatGod'spriorstatesof mind (thatconstitute
His belief-states) need not have a structure that is like the physical
structuresthat help us to representthe world (and that constitute our
belief-states).Rather,the idea is thatGod has some sort of 'directapprehension' of the future that is not mediated by representationalstates.
Thus,humanfreewill (in the sense thatinvolves alternativepossibilities)
need not require the power so to act that the past would have been
differentfrom what it actuallywas. On Sobel's view, then, God's foreknowledgeneed not pose the same sortof threatas the varietiesof causal
determinismthat entail AncientCauses.
Additionally,Sobel mounts (in this and the previous chapter)a critique of my doctrine of 'semicompatibilism'- the view that causal
determinismneed not rule out moralresponsibility,even though it does
rule out free will (in the sense that involves alternativepossibilities).
Here Sobel invokes, as he did in the previous chapter,Pereboomand
Kant.Recallthat Pereboomclaims that if an actionresults from a deterministiccausal process that tracesback to factorsbeyond the controlof
the agent, he is not morally responsiblefor the action. For the second
separatetime in the book,Sobelremindsus thatin the CritiqueofPractical
ReasonKant 'was scornful of the "wretched subterfuge ... [and] petty
word-jugglery"of the idea that "althoughthe actionsof man are necessarily determinedby causes which precede in time, we [may] yet call
them free'"(145-6and 191).
I pointed out in TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWillthatagency has a forwardlookingcomponent(deliberation)as well as a backwardlookingcomponent (moralresponsibility).I expressedoptimismthat,just as the lack of
genuinely available alternativepossibilities is compatible with moral
responsibility,so the lack of such alternativepossibilitiescould be seen
to be compatiblewith deliberationand practicalreasoning.For Sobel,
however, the glass is half empty:
I view this project with extreme skepticism. Until what for me is the totally
unexpected is at least begun so that I have a glimmer of how it just might be
accomplished, I will be confident that deliberativeagency entails regulative control
[and the associated alternative possibilities], and is thus incompatible with any
metaphysics that excludes regulative control. (193)
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HI

Some CriticalReflections: A Defense of Some
CentralDoctrines of TheMetaphysics of FreeWill

1. Newcomb'sProblem

Here is 'Newcomb's Problem/ originallyproposed by RobertNozick:
Suppose a being in whose power to predict your choices you have enormous
confidence.... There are two boxes, (Bl) and (B2). (Bl) contains $1000. (B2) contains
either $1,000,000 ($M), or nothing.... You have a choice between two actions: (1)
taking what is in both boxes, (2) taking only what is in the second box. Furthermore,
and you know this.... (I) If the being predicts you will take what is in both boxes, he
does not put the $M in the second box. (II) If the being predicts you will take only
what is in the second box, he does put the $M in the second box.... First, the being
makes its prediction. Then you make your choice. What do you do? (169)

In TheMetaphysicsof FreeWillI pointed out that one's view about the
appropriateor rational strategy in Newcomb's problem is naturally
thoughtto depend one's views aboutthe counterfactualsin question.As
David Lewis has emphasized,counterfactualsare 'infectedwith vagueness.' Standardlywe resolve this vagueness in such a way that we hold
fixed the actualfeaturesof the past (orperhapswhat we taketo be those
features),but in certainspecialcontextswe resolvethe vaguenessin such
a way as to allow for backtrackingcounterfactuals.
If Newcomb's Problemis a contextin which the standardresolutionof
vagueness is appropriate(as Lewis suggests), then I could reason as
follows. Eitherthe predictoralreadyhas predictedthatI would taketwo
boxes or one box. I don'tknow which predictionthe predictormade (and
thus what the actualpast is in this respect).I can,however,suppose,first,
thatthepredictorpredictedthatIwould takebothboxes.Now, employing
the standardresolutionof vagueness, I can assume that if I were to take
both boxes, I would get $1000,and if I were to take one box, I would get
nothing.So, on the suppositionthatthe predictorpredictedthatI would
be a 'two-boxer,'thereis a dominancestrategy- takethe two boxes.
Now I can suppose that the predictor already has predicted that I
would takeone box. Again employing the standardresolutionof vagueness, I can assume that if I were to take both boxes, I would get $M +
$1000, and if I were to take the one box, I would get $M. On the
supposition that the predictorpredicted that I would be a 'one-boxer,'

9 Robert Nozick, 'Newcomb's Problem and Two Principles of Choice/ in R. Campbell
and L. Sowden, eds., Rationality,Cooperation,and Paradox:ThePrisoner'sDilemmaand
Newcomb'sProblem(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press 1985) 107-33,
esp. 114-15. (Abridged from N. Rescher, et al, eds., Essays in Honorof CarlG. Hempel
(Dordrecht: Reidel Publishing Company 1969) 114-46.)
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thereis again a dominancestrategy,and it is again thatI should take the
two boxes. Thusit seems thatI can concludethatthe two-box strategyis
correct.
Butthe above sortof argumentationhas been challengedin a fascinating articleby TerenceHorgan.10
Horganmaintains,as opposed to Lewis,
that Newcomb's Problemis a context in which the standardresolution
of the vagueness of counterfactualsis inappropriate.Resolving the
vagueness in the way appropriateto the context, it turns out that the
'backtrackingcounterfactuals'are true, and that the predictor'spredictions are not counterfactuallyindependent of my choices. On this approach,if I were to choose the two boxes, then the predictorwould have
predicted this, and I would only get $1000;but if I were to choose the
one box, then the predictorwould have predictedthis, and I would get
$M. Thus,I should pick the one box.
Thisdialecticalcontextseems to be a standoff.How could eitherLewis
or Horgan argue decisively for his approach to the resolution of the
vagueness of the relevantcounterfactuals?In TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWill
I proposed a way aroundthis standoff.Thatis, I proposed an argument
for the two-box solution (in the context of an inerrantpredictor)that is
neutralas regardsthe counterfactualsin question.Rather,it employs an
ingredientI used in what I called the 'BasicVersion'of the argumentfor
the incompatibilityof causaldeterminismand freewill (in the sense that
involves alternativepossibilities).This ingrediententails that an agent
can performonly those actionsthatareextensionsof the actualpast, and
thus that the reasonsrelevantto an individual's deliberationsare those
which obtainin the worlds that are extensionsof the actualpast.
Given this extremely plausible constrainton our abilities, and the
associated connection with practical reasoning and the relevance of
reasons, I presented the following simple argument for the two-box
solution.Eitherthe predictorput the $Min Box(B2)or not. Ifhe did, then
the only possible worlds I can now actualizehave in theirpast that this
is so, and I get $1000more in the one of these in which I takeboth boxes.
If he did not, then the only possibleworlds I can now actualize(andthus
relevantto my practicalreasoning)have in theirpast that this is so, and
I at least get $1000in the one of these in which I take both boxes. Thus
although I do not know this featureof the actual past, there is a dominance strategy in the sense that on eitherassumption about the past, I
should takethe two boxes.Thedominancestrategyhere is parallelto the
one sketched above, given the standardresolutionof the vagueness of

10 'Counterfactuals and Newcomb's Problem/ Journalof Philosophy78 (1981) 331-56
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counterfactuals;it is differentinsofaras it does not rely on counterfactuals at all, but only facts about accessibilityto possible worlds.
An importantfeatureof my approachto Newcomb's Problemis that
it entailsan asymmetrybetween the mereinerrancyof the predictorand
his infallibility.A merely inerrantpredictoris always actually correct,
but could be incorrect(is incorrectin some possibleworlds).An infallible
predictor is necessarily always correct - is incorrectin no possible
world. On my approach,if the predictoris assumed to be infallible,this
changes the situation considerably,and under such an assumption it
seems to me rationalto select the one box:
The simple point I wish to make is that move from inerrancy to infallibility is
significant.... When one affirms ... pertinent can-claims in the Newcomb situation
with a merely inerrant predictor, one implicitly assumes that either choosing one
box or two boxes could be extensions of the actual past. So suppose the predictor
predicted that I would choose one box. Nevertheless it is imagined that I can choose
two boxes; corresponding to this thought is a possible world in which the predictor
is wrong.... But there are no such possible worlds, if the predictor is infallible. Thus
it seems that, if the predictor is genuinely infallible, the puzzle conditions are not
coherent: it cannot be blithely assumed that I can either take one box to two. After
all, one of the two predictions is part of the actual past, and given the infallibility of
the predictor, there can only be one relevant extension of the past.... Imagine a
revised Newcomb's Problem in which [the predictor is infallible].... Although I can
in fact only choose one of these options, I do not know in advance of making my
decision which option I can take.... Under such circumstances, it seems rational to
choose the one box.11

Sobel criticizesmy claim that in the context of an infalliblepredictor
it is rationalto choose the one box. He calls my view 'doubly strange'
(172).He says, 'First,it is very strangeto speak of choice- of what it is
rationaltochoose- in situationsin which,by hypothesis,onehasnochoice'
(172).Sobel says:
An agent in such a situation, an agent who was sure he was in such a situation, could
not think that he had a decision-problem, where that would be a problem what to
do. He might wonder what he was going to do, and as a consequence was going to
get. He might very well be curious.But he could not, consistent with his opinion that
he has no choice and that only one action is for him something he can do, wonder
what to do. Suppose I am sure that of two doors, behind which there are "prizes" ...
exactly one is sealed shut. I cannot, with that certainty in mind, deliberate by which
door to leave. All I can do is wonder by which door I will leave, and hope that it
opens to the best ''prize." (172)

11 Fischer, TheMetaphysicsof FreeWill 105-6;Sobel cites this passage on 171-2 of Puzzles
for the Will.
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Sobel'ssecondpoint is thaton my own principlesI should have said that
in the context of an infalliblepredictorwhatever I choose is by default
rational,since whatever I do is the only thing I could do. WhateverI
choose is the only possible extension of the actual past, and thus is by
default rational.Thus, accordingto Sobel, my own principlespreclude
my conclusionthat the one-box strategyis uniquely rational.(It should
be noted that even this conclusionwould entail an interestingasymmetry between the context of mere inerrancyand genuine infallibility;it
would, however, be a differentasymmetryfrom the one I suggested.)
Although admittedlythe circumstancesenvisaged above are in some
ways 'strange/ I do not think that my way of sorting through them is
either strangeor 'doubly strange/ Or perhaps it would be better to say
that my approach may be 'strange' in the sense of a departurefrom
commonsense(insofaras it allows for deliberationeven in the absence
of the genuine existenceof alternativepossibilities,or even the belief in
such alternativepossibilities),but to insist thatthis sort of strangenessis
not a decisiveobjectionto it. Afterall,I have admittedfromthebeginning
thatcommonsensepresupposesalternativepossibilities(forresponsibilour
ity and deliberation),but I have maintainedthat we can reconstruct
about
care
what
we
to
a
as
in
really
preserve
ordinaryviews such way
(withoutpreservingthe assumptionof alternativepossibilities).
I thinkthat one can makea choice without 'having a choice.'Having a
choice,it seems to me, entailshaving alternativepossibilities;but making
a choice does not. Perhaps Sobel is correct that in his case I cannot
deliberateby which door to leave;but certainlyI could deliberateabout
which door to choose, and I could considerreasonsfor choosing each of
the doors. I could certainlyask myself which door it would be rationalto
choose;thatis, I could reflecton my reasonsforchoosingeach of the doors
and come to a judgmentabout where the best reasons lie. Further,I do
not see why one could not engage in such reflection,even if one knows
that there is just one choiceone can make. (Note that it is not nearly so
jarringto say this- thatI can deliberateaboutwhat choiceto makeeven
though I know that there is just one choice availableto me as it is to
say that I am able to deliberateabout by which door to leave in Sobel's
example.)I will have more to say about this set of issues below when I
address the possibility of deliberationin a world in which there are no
genuinely availablealternativepossibilities.12

12 I have discussed these issues in John Martin Fischer, 'TheMetaphysicsof Free Will:A
Reply to My Critics/ Journalof Social Philosophy29 (1998) 157-67, esp. 157-60, where
I am replying to Carl Ginet, 'Comments on John Fischer, TheMetaphysicsof FreeWill/
Journalof SocialPhilosophy29 (1998) 126-34. For a particularly helpful defense of the
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As to the second criticism, I would suggest the following way of
thinking about how my approachstructuresone's deliberationin the
context of an infallible predictor. Recall that in the case of a merely
inerrantpredictor,therewas a dominance
argumentto the conclusionthat
I ought to takethe two boxes;on eitherassumptionaboutthe past,taking
the two boxes is best. But there is no such dominanceargumentin the
context of an infalliblepredictor.On my approach,I should reason as
follows. I don't know whether the predictor predicted that I would
choose two boxes or one. Suppose, first, that he predictedthat I would
choose two; then it follows that I can only choose two, and thereforethe
world in which I choose two is the best of all the worlds accessibleto me.
Suppose,next, thathe predictedthat I would choose the one box;then it
follows that I can only choose the one box, and thereforethe world in
which I choose one is the best of all the worlds accessibleto me. So there
is no dominance argument for a particularstrategy, in contrastto the
situationin the contextof mere inerrancy.
Given this, and given that I do not know which choice I in fact will
make,I thinkit is appropriateto ask underwhat circumstancesI would
be better:in the world in which I choose the one box, or the world I which
I choose the two boxes. Clearly,I am considerablybetteroff in the world
in which I choose one box. Given this, the fact that I don't know that
choosing one box is something I cannotdo, and the fact that thereis no
dominanceargumentagainst choosing the one box, it seems to me that
it is rationalfor me to choose the one box. Thatis, choosing the one box
is recommendedby the reasonsavailableto me - it is the rationalchoice
to make,among the options thatarenot ruled out, given my knowledge.
WhetherI can actuallymake this choice or not is not somethingI know;
but neverthelessI can know (as in Sobel'scase of the lockeddoors)what
it is rationalfor me to choose.And presumablyNewcomb's Problemis
precisely about what it is rationalto choose.13

view that one can usefully deliberate and engage in practical reasoning, even in a
context in which one knows that there is just one alternative genuinely available to
one, see Hilary Bok, Freedomand Responsibility (Princeton: Princeton University
Press 1998), esp. 110-14. There are also useful discussions of the possibility of
deliberation in the absence of alternative possibilities in John Martin Fischer, Robert
Kane, and Ishtiyaque Haji, Tree Will and Moral Responsibility: Three Recent
Views/ Proceedings of the 1999 GreaterPhiladelphiaPhilosophy Consortiumat Bryn
Mawr College,Michael McKenna, ed., Journalof Ethics (2000) 1-91.
13 In TheMetaphysicsof FreeWill, I claimed that the asymmetry between mere inerrancy
and infallibility was suggested (although not defended) by Robert Nozick. Sobel
points out that Nozick never explicitly addressed the relationship between these
two sorts of predictors, and thus did not endorse the asymmetry in question (172-3).
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2. Godandfree will

In TheMetaphysicsof FreeWillI suggested that if God's beliefs are like
humanbeliefs in having a representationalcontent,then thereis a strong
argumentthat God's foreknowledgerules out human free will. Indeed,
I arguedthat (on this supposition)the argumentsfor the incompatibility
of causal determinismwith human free will and the incompatibilityof
God's foreknowledgeand human freewill are on a par.I contendedthat
insofar as God's belief-states are representational,they should have
some configurationthat presents the world as being a certain way.
Slightly(butnot much)morecarefully,I arguedthat(insofaras the states
in questionare representational),one and the same mentalstate (even of
God's mind) cannot count as one belief, if one proposition about the
future obtains, and anotherbelief (or not a belief at all) if a different
propositionabout the future obtains.14My argumentwas that if God's
beliefs have this sort of configuration,they are relevantly similar to
humanbeliefs, and thus they should be consideredfixed featuresof the
past (as are human beliefs).
Sobelraisesthe questionof whetherGod'sbeliefsshould be construed
as representational(in this way), and I agree that it is not evident that
God's beliefs should be so interpreted.He raises the possibility that we
should understandGod's belief states as involving directapprehension
of facts - past, present,and future (181-2).I certainlyagree that this is
one possible interpretationof God's knowledge. Whatmakes me somewhat uncomfortableabout this approachare two considerations.First,
it renders it mysterious how God can behave differently in different
possible scenarios(basedon differentinformationallegedly availableto
Him). Additionally,it entailswidespreadbackwardcausation(of a sort
differentfrom any posited by relativisticphysics).Thatis, every macroscopic event would initiate a backward-flowingcausal chain which
would issue in a state of directapprehensionin God's mind at all points
in the past. I suppose one must accept a certainamount of mystery in
this terrain,but embracingthis sortof backwardcausationis a high price
to pay, in my view.
In an importantpaper written many years ago, Nelson Pike pointed
out that in his famous argumentfor the incompatibilityof God's foreknowledge and human freedom,he was assumingthatGod'sbeliefs are

I appreciate the correction, in no small measure because it has revealed that I had
previously considerably underestimated my originality.
14 Fischer, TheMetaphysicsof Free Will, esp. 120-5
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relevantlysimilarto human beliefs.15He contended that his argument
presupposed that the conceptof belief is the same as applied to human
beings and God. He further suggested that if essential omniscience
changes the concept of belief, then it would not be surprisingthat one
could then defend a kind of theological compatibilism;under such
circumstanceshowever Pike contendedthatone should not say thatone
had reconciledGod's priorbeliefswith human freedom.
I do not know exactlywhat is essential to the concept of 'belief.'I am
inclined to think that if belief is analyticallytied to truth,as in the case
of an essentially omniscientagent, then this would not in itself entail a
change in the concept of belief. Perhaps,however, my argumentin The
Metaphysicsof Free Will can point us to something that is 'central'to
human belief and which any belief must have in order for it to be
relevantlysimilarto human beliefs, for the purposes of the argumentfor
incompatibilism.Thatis, my argumentis that human belief-stateshave
an internal configurationthat representsthe world as being a certain
way, and that would continueto representthe world as being thatway,
even given certainactualchanges in the world. If God's beliefs lack this
sort of structure,perhaps they do not share a sufficient similarity to
human beliefs to be properly called 'beliefs.'Or perhaps my argument
simply gives a more specific structure to Pike's suggestion that his
argument for incompatibilismapplies only to those individuals who
have states that are relevantly similar to human beliefs. In any case, I
concede that if one interpretsGod's mental states as radicallydifferent
in this specific way (as regardsrepresentationalcontent),one can avoid
the thrustof the incompatibilist'sargument.Thequestionthenbecomes,
'At what price?'
3. Semicompatibilism
forever!

As I pointed out above, Sobelon two separateoccasionsin Puzzlesfor the
Willremindsus that we have it on Kant'sauthoritythat it is a 'wretched
subterfuge... [and] petty world-jugglery'to suppose that 'althoughthe
actions of man are necessarilydeterminedby causes which precede in
time, we [may]yet call them free.'Sobelemploys this quotationfromthe
CritiqueofPracticalReasonto buttresshis view thatcausationin the actual
sequence of events leading to human choice and action would rule out
moralresponsibility,quite apartfromconsiderationspertainingto alternative possibilities.Thus Sobel impugns my doctrineof semicompatibi-

15 Nelson Pike, 'Of God and Freedom: A Rejoinder/ PhilosophicalReview 75 (1966)
369-79
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lism, accordingto which causaldeterminationin itself need not threaten
moralresponsibility,even if it does in fact rule out alternativepossibilities.
Sobel'scritiquehere resonateswith complicateddialecticalissues that
I have discussed at some length elsewhere.16Here I primarilywish to
point out that in the passage quoted by Sobel, Kant does not explicitly
distinguishbetween two kinds of freedom:one thatinvolves alternative
possibilities ('freedom to choose and do otherwise' or, in my terms,
'regulativecontrol')and one that need not ('choosingand acting freely'
or, in my terms, 'guidancecontrol').I am inclined to endorse the claim
thatit is a kind of 'subterfuge/ or at least ratherimplausible,to suppose
that causal determination(in a sense that entails Ancient Causes) is
compatible with freedom of the first kind (that involves alternative
possibilities).This is because the argumentsfor incompatibilism(of the
sortdiscussedabove)apply no matterwhat the specificfactorsarewhich
causallydeterminethe choice and action;the argumentsdon't allow for
a distinctionbetween 'internal'and 'external'causaldetermination.But
it does not follow that it is a subterfuge, a terminological trick, or
otherwisea confusion to suppose that there is a genuine and legitimate
form of freedom (guidance control) that can be exhibited even in a
causally deterministicworld and can ground moral responsibility. I
would additionallysuggest (althoughI cannotmake the argumenthere)
that it does not follow fromanythingthat thereis any sort of subterfuge,
trick,or confusioninvolved in semicompatibilism.1
4. Deliberationin a world without alternativepossibilities

As I noted in my reply above to Sobel's critique of my approach to
Newcomb's Problem,I believe that therecan still be a point to deliberation and practicalreasoning,even when the agent knows that there is
just one alternativethat is genuinely open to him. This is because such
an agent might not know which particularalternativeis the only one he
can actuallychoose (and take);given this epistemic indeterminacy,the
agent should ask himself which action he has most reason to perform.
This process of seeking to figure out what he has most reasonto choose
is completelycompatiblewith believing that he has just one real choice
availableto him, and that whatever he ends up choosing (and doing)

16 See, especially, John Martin Fischer, Trankfurt-Style Compatibilism/ forthcoming
in S. Buss and L. Overton, eds., The Contours of Agency: Essays in Honor of Harry
Frankfurt(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 2002).
17 For a more detailed defense, see my Trankfurt-Style Compatibilism/
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The pointof
will be the only option he could have chosen (and taken).18
what
is
to
seek
to
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one has
figure
practicalreasoningand deliberation
the strongestor best reasonto do, all-things-considered;this rationaleis
perfectly compatible with both causal determinism and the agent's
knowing that he has just one available path into the future. What is
crucialis that the agent not know which path this is.
In TheMetaphysics
ofFreeWill,I said thatwe can have moralresponsiif
the
future
is not a gardenof forkingpaths.I speculatedthat
even
bility,
we could also have practical reasoning and deliberation.All that is
required,in my view, is that the garden of forkingpaths correspondto
alternaepistemicalternatives,and not genuinely available metaphysical
tives.In such a context,deliberationand practicalreasoningmakeperfect
sense. Neither of the twin aspects of agency - moralresponsibilityand
practicalreasoning- requiresthe existence of a garden of metaphysically open branchingpaths into the future.
Is my view strange,or, as Sobel might put it, 'doubly strange'?Yes, if
'strangeness'means simply a departurefrom common sense. My semicompatibilismis indeed a departurefrom deeply ingrainedfeaturesof
common sense. That's what makes it a challenging and disturbing
doctrine.But I would point out that no view about causal determinism,
freewill, and moralresponsibilityseems to be ableadequatelyto capture
all aspects of common sense. It is importantto note that the semicompatibilist can be confidentabout our status as persons and morally
responsibleagents. In contrast,the incompatibilist(aboutcausal determinism and moral responsibility) must say that our very status as
persons, and as morally responsible agents, depends on the abstruse
ruminationsof the theoreticalphysicists.Isn'tit 'strange'to suppose that
we could be thus held hostage?19
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18 As I pointed out above, there is a detailed and thoughtful defense of this thesis in
Bok, Freedomand Responsibility.
19 For an additional defense of my approach to Newcomb's Problem, see my 'Newcomb's Problem: A Reply to Carlson/ Analysis, forthcoming. I and my co-author
offer a further development and defense of semicompatibilism in Responsibilityand
Control. I am grateful to Jordan Howard Sobel for his helpful and gracious comments.

